EXISTING SERVICES LEGEND:

- Existing Drainage
- Existing Electricity
- Existing Telecommunication
- Existing NBN
- Existing Water
- Existing Gas
- Existing Sewer
- Existing Contours

SCALE 1:1000

FOR INFORMATION ONLY

Note: Moreland Street was renamed to Hallenstein Street and Maribyrnong Street was renamed to Joseph Road in May 2017.
PROPOSED WORKS LEGEND:

EXISTING DRAINAGE: TO BE MAINTAINED
EXISTING DRAINAGE TO BE ABANDONED AND/OR REMOVED
PROPOSED DRAINAGE WITH PIPES, SIZE AND FLOW DIRECTION
PROPOSED SIDE ENTRY WITH Pits
PROPOSED JAUNCTION WITH Pits
PROPOSED GRATED JUNCTION WITH Pits

SCALE 1:2500
ORIGITAL SIZE SEE

MAINTAIN PIPE
ABANDON PIPE
REMOVE IF NECESSARY

ABANDON AND REMOVE SEP
ABANDON AND REMOVE SEP
ABANDON AND REMOVE SEP
ABANDON AND REMOVE SEP
ABANDON AND REMOVE SEP
ABANDON AND REMOVE SEP
ABANDON AND REMOVE SEP
ABANDON AND REMOVE SEP

ALLOVERHEAD POWER WITHIN PRECINCT EXTENT IS TO BE RELOCATED UNDERGROUND
ALL PROPOSED STORM WATER PITS TO BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH MARIBYRNONG CITY COUNCIL STANDARDS DRAWINGS

NOTES:
1. WITHIN STREET SECTION TO SERVICE ALIGNMENT PUBLIC PROPERTY DEMARCATION
2. NEW STORMWATER DRAINAGE OPTIONS FOR EXISTING DRAINAGE INFRASTRUCTURE
3. ALLOVERHEAD POWER WITHIN PRECINCT EXTENT IS TO BE RELOCATED UNDERGROUND
4. NEW STORMWATER DRAINAGE OPTIONS FOR EXISTING DRAINAGE INFRASTRUCTURE

NOTES:

1. WITHIN STREET SECTION TO SERVICE ALIGNMENT PUBLIC PROPERTY DEMARCATION
2. NEW STORMWATER DRAINAGE OPTIONS FOR EXISTING DRAINAGE INFRASTRUCTURE
3. ALLOVERHEAD POWER WITHIN PRECINCT EXTENT IS TO BE RELOCATED UNDERGROUND
4. NEW STORMWATER DRAINAGE OPTIONS FOR EXISTING DRAINAGE INFRASTRUCTURE

Note: Mongial Street was renamed to Hallenstein Street and Maribyrnong Street was renamed to Joseph Road in May 2017.
NOTES:
1. TREAT ETHANOL PLANT ETHERS FOR STORAGE
   ALTERNATIVE TREATMENT OPTIONS
2. TREAT ETHANOL PLANT ETHERS FOR
   STORAGE IN MAJOR RECYCLE INFRstructure
3. ALL DOWNSTREAM TREATMENT OPTIONS
   TO BE Shutdown INOPERATIVE
4. ALL PROPOSED TREATMENT PLANTS TO BE IN
   ACCORDANCE WITH REGULATORY AND
   CITY COUNCIL STANDARDS
5. FUTURE DETAIL DESIGNED TO BE IN
   ACCORDANCE WITH REGULATORY AND
   CITY COUNCIL STANDARDS

BEWARE OF UNDERGROUND SERVICES.
APPROXIMATE ONLY AND THEIR EXACT POSITION
AND ARE PREPARED FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES.

FOR INFORMATION ONLY